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Shuttle safe, but problems persist
Ben Cooper

Volume CXIII • Issue 6

Space & Aviation Editor

CAMPUS . . . . . . . . A2

“Liftoff of Space Shuttle Discovery, beginning Americaʼs new journey to the Moon,
Mars and beyond! And the vehicle has
cleared the tower.” Those were the emotional, long anticipated words of NASA
spokesman George Diller July 26 as a Space
Shuttle soared above Cape Canaveral for the
first time in more than two-and-a-half years.
The beautiful sight sparked tears and cheers
from the hundreds of thousands of people
who came to view the launch.

Students will soon be able to
use their Eagle Cards at participating off-campus locations, such as
Subway and CVS.

Discovery reached orbit less than nine
minutes later, beginning a thirteen-day journey
to resupply the International Space Station,
fix a broken attitude controller aboard the
outpost and test new repair techniques future
astronauts on the Shuttle may use, should the
ship become damaged during launch.
The ascent was not without incident,
however. The one aspect of the launch
everyone from spectators to the astronauts
themselves were keeping an eye on-- the
loss of insulating foam from the giant,
orange External Tank, the type which
brought down Columbia in 2003-- failed to
meet expectations. Just over two minutes

into flight, after the Solid Rocket Boosters
separated from the Shuttle, a large chunk of
the foam broke away and narrowly missed
hitting the wing of Discovery.
While the Orbiter sustained no damage
and less dings than most Shuttle flights
before it, the loss prompted NASA to say
instantly “we were wrong” about having
fixed the foam-shedding problem. “You
have to admit when youʼre wrong. We were

wrong,” said Shuttle Program Manager
Bill Parsons in the day after launch.
The announcement that no Shuttle will fly
again until the problem is remedied followed
soon after. While not using the word grounded, the chance of another flight this year, that
of Atlantis, is slim at the moment.
Another
Return
to
Flight
Shuttle mission may await.

For a pictoral coverage, turn to page A10
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Christopher Noth, The Avionʼs
columnist, comments on misplaced priorities.
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Congress has passed an energy
bill worth $14.5 billion, despite
controversy over tax breaks.

Trustees
giving
students
the boot?
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A new body has been found
orbiting well past Pluto, leaving
scientists wondering if it is a tenth
planet or merely another object.

ENTERTAINMENT . . . . A6
Brian Case and Jonathan Mettin
offer top ten lists of their favorite
cartoons, with Animaniacs and
Batman coming out tops.
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Lets grill! We take a look at
a variety of grilling recipies and
safety tips when firing up that
grill this summer.
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THE EXHILARATION FROM DISCOVERYʼS launch was brought down to earth for most people as news of NASA
grounding the shuttle fleet put a damper on the future of the orbiter. The shuttle rolled inverted (inset photo) and passed under the
International Space Station so that the crew on board the ISS could make a visual inspection of the heat shield.

SGA looking at mini-mart on ERAU campus

New mini-mini
mart would likely
reside in Student
Village
Darrin OʼBrady
Staff Reporter
The SGA has been surveying students
on the possibility of having a mini-mart
on campus that would be setup like a
Wal-Mart, Walgreens or CVS. The
early plan is to have Dining Services
and the bookstore oversee operations
and stock the mini-mart.
Other options include major franchises
such as Walgreens or CVS fully stocking
the store instead of Dining Services and
the bookstore. “One hopeful goal would be
to have the school make no commission on
sales. That would keep prices down and items
would be the same price they would be in the
major stores,” said Thea Nalls, a student representative on the Progress Committee of the
SGA who is spearheading the project.
Back in 2001, before Einsteinʼs Bagels
was founded, there was a convenience
store located in the Student Village, where
IT support is located now. There are various reasons why the convenience store was
removed from campus, but in its place, dining services chose Einsteinʼs Bagels as an
alternative dining option for students. Now
with the prospect of a mini-mart, students
looking for a snack or needing aspirin will
not have to wait in line with the meal plan
students wanting bagels or a salad.
With Einsteinʼs Bagels already in the
Student Village, the new mini-mart will be
forced to compete for business. “If youʼre
really looking for same stuff you find at a
Kwik-E-Mart, youʼre not going to find it in
Einsteinʼs. Yes, they try to offer some regular
products, but it just, like, random stuff,” said
E.R.R.S.A. president Mike Ferullo.

Nalls added, “The competition from
the mini-mart may cause Einsteinʼs
to lower prices or even focus on
offering new types of food.”
One issue associated with the
possible new mini-mart would be the
location. Tallman Commons, room 208,
the Student Village gym and the student lounge are the three primary locations being proposed. Each location
has its advantages and disadvantages.
The locations in the Student Village are
getting the most positive feedback from
students, because of sheer convenience.

Freshman Andrew Antinori said, “The
store should go in the weight room fitness center because itʼs closest to me
and I rarely see people in there.”
“With
the
possible
new
gym
facilities getting put in by Doolittle, I
would like to see the new mini-mart in
the old gym in the Student Village,” said
Ferullo. “We should have the store … right
where the students are.”
Ferullo added that freshmen with no cars
usually have to depend on their friends
to take them off-campus to Wal-Mart or
Walgreens for items that Einsteinʼs doesnʼt

carry and that freshmen shouldnʼt be
penalized with no selection and high prices.
As far as what students want to see in
the mini-mart, Freshman Yair Ramos said,
“I would like to see them sell bread, milk,
popcorn and cleaning supplies. Basically
all the essentials.” Some students would
appreciate having school supplies sold in the
new mini-mart. “If they sold paper and lead,
things that we run out of most of the time,
that would be great,” said Ferullo.
Surveys are still being accepted by the
SGA. There is no definite date set for the
arrival of the mini-mart.

Sources within the Embry-Riddle Student
Government Association (SGA) and the university administration have told The Avion
that the Board of Trustees is considering
removing the SGA President from the Board.
The Chairman of the Board of Trustees
denies that there is a movement underway to
eliminate the only direct student voice on the
body, saying that it was just a statement made
at the Board retreat earlier in the summer.
Currently, each of Embry-Riddleʼs three
campuses has a faculty representative on
the 26-member panel. The current SGA
presidents, including Daytona Beachʼs Sara
McCook, also sit on the Board.
“They met with consultants on how to
make the Board of Trustees more efficient,”
Daytona Beach Chancellor Irwin Price said.
Although he was not present, Price said
that he received a full report. He said that
the Board discussed several changes, such
as imposing term and age limits on its members. According to Price, a faculty member,
identified by others as Prescott faculty representative Valerie Adams, raised concerns that
faculty members and current students should
not sit on the Board of Trustees because it
represents a conflict of interests.
“A member of the Board is supposed to
represent the university,” Price said. “If a
Please see “TRUSTEES” page A2

Tropical storm Franklin brushes hurricane force
Sixth tropical storm
misses Florida,
sprinkles Bahamas
Levi Jordan
Staff Reporter
The sixth tropical storm of the busiest Atlantic hurricane season on record brushed the Bahamas on Friday
before moving away from the island chain on July 23.
Rains from Tropical Storm Franklin doused many parts
of the Bahamas before the storm began moving northeastward on a track paralleling the eastern seaboard and
sparing the state of Florida from another tropical storm.
The same weekend saw Tropical Storm Gert making landfall on Sunday in northeastern Mexico, bringing several
inches of rain to areas already soaked by Hurricane Emily,
which struck the same area only days prior.
The Department of Meteorology of the Bahamas said
light to moderate rains fell over much of the northern
Bahamas, but that Franklin had not brought strong winds.
“Weʼre not getting a whole lot of weather from the system,”
a department spokeswoman said.
By last Sunday, Franklin was located roughly 600 miles
Please see “FRANKLIN” page A2
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THE FORMATION OF FRANKLIN marks the earliest that six tropical storms have formed in the Atlantic since
record-keeping began in 1851. While Franklin did not hit Florida, it left the state with soaring temperatures.
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Eagle card to move off campus
By students, for students.
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The Eagle Card will soon work
at several off-campus locations,
including Subway and CVS, according to the Eagle Card Office.
“It will be available sometime in September,” said Rodney
Hartung, the manager of the Eagle
Card system. “Itʼs going to be
managed by BlackBoard … they
do all the legwork.”
According to Hartung, the
program will start with a little
over a dozen merchants, but he
hopes that number will increase
as students begin using the
cards at participating locations.
The off-campus card usage is run
by the BBOne program, a branch of
BlackBoard, Inc. “They have some
nifty software where the merchant
can have the Eagle Dollars spent
at their location sent to their bank
account at the end of the day.” He
said that it makes the process a winwin situation because it lightens the

load on Accounts Payable and gets
the merchant its money faster.
While none of the merchants
are definite as yet, the Eagle Card
office is fairly confident saying
that the Subways on International
Speedway Boulevard and Beville
Road will be on board for the program, as well as the CVS on the
corner of Beville and Clyde Morris
Boulevard. Larryʼs Subs, Great
Wraps, Heavenly Ham, Daytona
Chili Station and Stavroʼs Pizzeria
are also likely inclusions, along
with the Connect Café, Daytona
Pilot Zone and Area Supplies and
Express, according to Hartung.
Once school is back in regular session and the system is up
and running, Hartung plans to sit
down with the Office of Student
Activities to form a focus group
to determine what new merchants
should be pursued.
Hartung mentioned several
limitations to the new program.
Students will not be able to
buy alcohol or tobacco with the
card, nor will they be able to

get deliveries, although Hartung
expects that that restriction may
be lifted as the program matures.
Also, any refunds for purchases
made with Eagle Dollars will be
made in Eagle Dollars.
With the increased capabilities of the card, Hartung said that
keeping the card in a safe place is
even more critical. “With taking
the card off-campus and with the
range of service available, it makes

it more imperative that people keep
track of their Eagle Card.”
He stressed that lost or stolen
cards should be reported immediately. Eagle Cards can be suspended at any time by visiting
www.onlinecardoffice.com/erau.
Once a card is suspended, students
must go to the Eagle Card office
in Spruance Hall to reinstate their
account. There is a $10 fee for
replacing a lost or stolen card.

� “TRUSTEES”

Board?” McCook said that the transient nature of the SGA should not
be a reason to remove them from
from FRONT
the Board, saying that it could open
person runs for office to represent the door for the Board becoming an
a constituency, itʼs a conflict of “old boyʼs club.”
interests philosophically.”
Asked whether a direct student
Former SGA President Matt voice is necessary on the Board,
Collier spoke to The Avion via Collier said, “Thereʼs no question
telephone from Washington, about it. The Board of Trustees is
D.C., where he is currently on an entrusted with the overall guidance
internship. Presented with Priceʼs of the university. The univerargument, Collier said, “The logic sity has adopted the Jack R. Hunt
is
flawed
Employee
in that the
Creed, which
claim makes
states
that
The
students
the assumpstudents
have to be heard.
tion that the
are the lifestudent/faculty
blood of this
There’s no doubt
resources canuniversity.ʼ It
not distinguish
follows then,
about that
the difference
by
logical
- IRWIN PRICE
between the
reasoning,
two roles. The
that
stuadministradents should
tors need to have faith in the duly have a voice on the governing
elected student/faculty leadership board of the institution.”
and their ability to professionally
James OʼConnor, the Chairman
rise to the challenge.”
of the Board, said that any
While McCook acknowledged changes are not going to happen
that student and faculty representa- in the near future. After Adams
tives “walk a tight line,” she says made her statement, a committhat the SGA president is a neces- tee was created to investigate
sary asset to the Board. “Itʼs about any possible changes.
whatʼs best for the university and
“Weʼve formed an ad hoc combest for the students,” she said. mittee to investigate how we can
“[The Board] has to trust that best communicate with students
they will represent the students and faculty,” he said. “They havenʼt
as well as the Board. It should met yet. This is not a panic issue.
not be a conflict.”
Nothingʼs going to happen [quickWhile she acknowledged that the ly].” He went on to say that the
student representatives are there to student and faculty representatives
represent the students, she said that sit on the committee, and that they
the SGA presidentʼs role is not to are investigating several option.
force a student
OʼConnor
agenda. “What
even offered
affects
the
that the cur... the student
university as a
rent
setup
resource needs
whole affects
may be the
the students.
best out there,
to be exposed to
Having
the
but said that
student voice
the
com[ERAU’s] business.
there is a
mittee will
- MATTHEW COLLIER
reminder that
decide that.
you are the for
He added that
the students.”
if any student
Price said, however, that remov- has any suggestions that they should
ing the SGA Presidents from the contact McCook so she could
Board does not mean that the bring them to the committee.
student voice is being eliminated.
Confronted with the possibility
“The students have to be heard. that future SGA presidents may not
Thereʼs no doubt about that.” Price sit on the Board, McCook shook
suggested that since the Board her head and said, “I just donʼt
elects its own members, the SGA think itʼs the right move.”
President nominate several stuAccording Price, “it is highly
dents, SGA or non-SGA, to fill the unusual for having students and
position, from which the Board can faculty on [the Board of Trustees].”
select who will sit at the table.
The Avion called several Florida
“I donʼt think it would be bene- universities as well as several of
ficial to have a non-SGA student sit ERAUʼs benchmark schools, or
on the Board,”
schools we try to
Collier
said.
model ourselves
“The
reason
after, to find
is simple. The
out about their
If we want to be
board is responBoards.
The
like every other
sible for strategiFlorida Institute
cally guiding the
of Technology
school, we’ll be
university. To
(FIT) has no
mediocre.
participate and
student or faculcontribute, the
ty members on
- SARA MCCOOK
student resource
their 37-member
needs to be
Board, while the
exposed to the
University of
business of the university and have Central Florida (UCF) has both the
some knowledge of institutional SGA president and the chair of their
history. The SGA president is in faculty senate on their 13-meman advantageous position in that ber panel. Stetson has 29 Board
he or she is exposed, on a daily members, with no students and
basis, to the universityʼs past and two faculty, while the University
current issues and also its future of Miami has 83 trustees, one of
plans. It is unlikely that any stu- whom is a student ambassador
dent other than the SGA president from their SGA. Flagler, Purdue,
[is] better equipped to fill this MIT, Duke and Georgia Tech
role on the Board.”
did not return phone calls.
“Indeed, there is risk involved
McCook said that just because
in having faith in these folks, some other schools donʼt have
and there will undoubtedly be students and faculty on their
troublemakers,” he admitted. “But Boards is no reason for ERAU to
to eliminate the position to pre- get rid of their representatives.
clude the possibility of badgers
“Our university is not like
would be at the expense of a every other college in the councrucial line of communication.”
try,” she said. “If we want to be
“You take that chance,” McCook like every other school, weʼll be
agreed. “We have to have a trust in mediocre … Thatʼs not what this
our student body.”
university is about.”
“If a student does not have
President Dr. George Ebbs,
a desire to run for office in the who was at the retreat, declined
SGA,” she continued, saying that to comment on the issue; his secthat is a clear barometer of stu- retary stated that he would rather
dent interest in effecting change, leave comments on the matter
“why would they be an asset to the to the Chancellorʼs office.
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JONATHAN METTIN/AVION

STUDENTS WILL SOON BE able to use their Eagle Cards in
participating locations outside the Embry-Riddle campus. Possible
businesses include Subway, CVS and Daytona Pilot Zone.

� “FRANKLIN”
from FRONT

east of Halifax, Nova Scotia
and its changing characteristics
were quickly becoming extratropical. The storm reached its
maximum intensity on July 23
with maximum sustained winds
of about 70 mph (113 kph). For
a day or so, forecasters expected
Franklin to continue strengthening, in which case it would have
been classified as a hurricane
had its wind speed increased to
at least 74 mph (119 kph).
For a time, some forecast
models had predicted Franklin
could loop back around in a
circle and aim for the central
Florida coast, potentially affecting NASAʼs plans to launch
the first space shuttle mission since the 2003 Columbia
disaster; however the storm
tracked out to sea and the
launch was not affected.
Florida was not totally unaffected by both tropical storms
however. The stateʼs location
meant it had been wedged
directly between two tropical
storm systems and the result was
extremely high temperatures and
heat indexes across the peninsula. As the week progressed,
forecasters warned that oppressively hot, sticky temperatures,
brought northward into Florida
by the two tropical systems
would continue and that Florida
would have to endure more of
the high heat and humidity that
sent heat-index readings statewide to dangerous levels last
weekend as both storms tracked
away from the state, taking all
their tropical moisture with them
and leaving Florida baking.
The National Weather Service
had posted a heat advisory
for northwest portions of the
Florida Panhandle, where forecasters said the combination
of temperatures in the mid-90s
and high humidity pushed the
heat index as high as 110 for
several days. Across the state
similar stories were reported.
Panama City had a temperature
of 94 degrees Fahrenheit with 57
percent humidity, producing a
heat index of 108 F. It felt like
106 F in Vero Beach and Miami
Beach, 105 in Tallahassee and
Jacksonville, according to the
National Weather Service.
“Itʼs terrible,” Mike Delay, an
Orlando painter, said as he took
a break Saturday when the heat

index rose to almost 100.
The formation and development of both Franklin and Gert
in the month of July marked
the earliest in the season since
records began in 1851 that six
tropical storms have formed in
the Atlantic. Hurricane experts
had predicted an unusually busy
season, which runs from June 1
to the end of November.
So far two hurricanes, Dennis
and Emily, have already reached
Category 4 strength and pounded
the Caribbean, Mexico and the
U.S. Gulf Coast. Last year saw
15 tropical storms, of which nine
became hurricanes. Florida was
struck by four of the hurricanes
in a six-week period.
Most U.S. hurricane experts
do not attribute the high number of storms to global warming, however climatologists
say warmer sea-surface temperatures and greater amounts
of water vapor in the atmosphere
could lead to more intense
hurricanes in the future.
Sea-surface temperatures in the
tropical North Atlantic, which is
typically the breeding ground for
most U.S.-landfalling hurricanes,
have been the warmest on record
over the last decade. Across the
globe, the amount of water vapor
over the oceans has increased by
about two percent since 1988.
Computer models show that
these climate changes will push
hurricane intensities higher.
Moreover, the added moisture in
the air will produce heavier rains
and increased flooding when the
hurricanes do make landfall.
However as hurricane strength
and intensity may appear to
have increased, it is uncertain
whether the number of storms
and their frequency are abnormal. Even with large swings in
one region, the total number of
big storms across the globe each
year does not change by much.
Historically, when hurricane
activity increased in the Atlantic,
there was a corresponding
decrease in typhoon activity in
the Pacific, and vice versa, so the
global hurricane frequency has
remained steady over the years.
Thatʼs the theory. However
with what meteorologists have
seen recently, particularly in
2004 when four hurricanes struck
Florida and 10 typhoons hit Japan,
the theory itself is in danger of
being completely wiped out, just
like the $22.9 billion of property that was destroyed by the
hurricanes of last year.

PHOTO COURTESY SOUTHEAST REGIONAL CLIMATE CENTER

TEMPERATURES HAVE BEEN SOARING recently with Florida
being wedged between two storm systems, both taking tropical
moisture away from the state and leaving it baking.
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Battleships still have use
It’s time for politicians to straighten out
their priorities, and maybe do some good
Iʼll be the first to admit that it Center on Homelessness and pov- American people are struggling
is not hard to lose sight of your erty estimated that some 700,000 to survive, how moral issues
priorities. On Tuesday night, my people in America are homeless can be so central to politics
reality is fairly commonplace: on any given night. As well, and political campaigns. While
I have two tests on
some 2,000,000 will be I am not a homosexual, Iʼm
Friday that I need to
homeless
at
some also not afraid of them and I
study for, an upcoming
point during any given donʼt see why other heterotrip I need to start packyear.
Further,
con- sexuals are so concerned about
ing for, and a scholarsider that the United what homosexuals do. Many
ship luncheon that I
States Department of conservatives fear that homoneed to iron clothes
Agriculture
estimates sexual couples that are married
for. However, these
that in 1999 approxi- may more easily adopt chilrealities are overtaken
mately
12
million dren. Imagine what they might
by my social desires
American
children do! They might send the child
and I end spending the Christopher A. were hungry or at risk to school! Heaven forbid,
night eating corn chips
of hunger. How, then, those sick perverts! Why, they
Noth
and not meeting the
Santorum can not only might even provide shelter to
Columnist
woman of my dreams.
justify his opinions in one of the 140,000 children that
It is not abnormal
his new book, It Takes spend the night on the street!
for people to inappropriately a Family : Conservatism and the CONGRESS MUST ACT TO
shift their priorities.
Common Good, but can justify a PREVENT SUCH ACTS! What
I mention priorities, because book tour, I cannot understand.
if a homosexual couple fed one
I think a majority of politicians
In his book, Santorum advo- of the hungry children? Thank
in America have completely cates that the
goodness we
lost sight of anything close to typical nuclear
have such morpriorities. Consider New York family is key
ally
respon[Santorum] is
Senator and former first lady to
childhood
sible leaders,
strongly opposed
Hillary Clinton. Senator Clinton d e v e l o p m e n t .
like
Senator
has given considerable atten- I donʼt necesSantorum, to
to homosexual
tion to the popular video game sarily disagree.
ensure that our
marrage.
Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas. H o w e v e r ,
moral
fiber
After a secret sexual game within S a n t o r u m
is intact.
- CHRISTOPHER NOTH
the gameʼs original coding was spends a great
If it werenʼt
discovered Senator Clinton deal of time
for
people
pushed to have the game moved a t t a c k i n g
with
skewed
from a Mature Rating to an homosexual marriages. He, and a priorities like Senators Santorum
Adults Only rating.
healthy cohort of conservatives, and Clinton, the Senate would
Admittedly, the game has is strongly opposed to homo- likely waste its time – they
some crazy contents. However, sexual marriage and homosexual might have to work out some
it doesnʼt seem
adoption, cit- unimportant issues, like a stagthat
changing decay of nant world economy, soaring
ing its rating
I can’t understand... “moral fabric.” fuel costs, continued terrorist
months after
No doubt those activities, a healthy insurgency
how moral issues
its release is a
12
million in Iraq, poverty, homelessness,
real priority.
American chil- corporate corruption, or gaps
can
be
so
central
to
Clinton is not
dren
hungry in basic education.
politics.
alone in wastor
bordering
But why focus on such inane
ing time on
on hunger are issues? What we need to do is
- CHRISTOPHER NOTH
what
should
much more con- prevent homosexual couples
otherwise be
cerned with the between the ages of 17 and 18
non-issues.
fabric that keeps (the difference between a Mature
I also find Pennsylvania them warm at night than they are and Adults Only rating) from getSenator Rick Santorum frustrat- the national moral fabric.
ting married and buying a video
ing. Consider, the National Law
I canʼt understand, when game with hidden code.
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Avion Online Poll Results
The Avion asks: “What do you do for fun in Daytona Beach?”

—New poll every issue at AvionNewspaper.com

Recently, the U.S. military, specifically the U.S. Navy and Marines have
brought into question the need for a
better fire support vessel for future
operations and possible conflicts
ahead than currently in service. The
U.S. Navy in response has developed
the DD(x) program. The DD(x) was
originally known as the DD Zumbat
Program but was renamed after the
program was changed. The primary
mission of the DD(x)s is to provide
fire support for land forces. They are
supposed to be the latest in technology, especially in stealth. Actually
theyʼre supposed to be the first stealth
ships ever. They are also are going to
be armed with missiles, two 155 mm
(6 inch) long-range guns. The ammo
also is supposed to be guided and thus
accurate directly on-target.
PHOTO COURTESY WWW.HISTORY.NAVY.MIL
However, many others outside
the Navy, former veterans, and the THE USS NEW JERSEY provides fire support off Vietnam in 1969.
Marine Corps feel that instead of con- The New Jersey, an Iowa class battleship, was retired in 1999, and is
tinuing to wait for the new ships, that scheduled to be come a museum in Camden, New Jersey.
the Navy should reactivate the Iowa
class battleships. The Navy though
has repeatedly taken a stance against it a requirement for fire support to away from the ship into the water.
this saying that the battleship is of no be intense and in volume instead of Also the shipʼs design has it sitting
use and that technology is the way of precise and accurate. A salvo of 1155 very low in the water; so much so
the future. This however is clearly mm (six inch) rounds can be a major that the Navy projects that at many
contradictory to history and truth. The difference in breaking an enemy times the shipʼs bow will be under
Iowa class battleships are certainly attack, breaking up enemy formations water if the sea isnʼt still. Both the
not obsolete and may I dare say that or being overrun by the enemy. For draught and bow design mean that
they are superior to the DD(x) ships instance, in Vietnam when the USS the ships are not very seaworthy
in many ways.
New Jersey was sent to the Tonkin which can be just as important as
To begin with, letʼs look at what the Gulf, it proved itself useful as a fire what weaponry it carries.
DD(x)ʼs primary mission is and how support ship. This was so much so that
Next, the Iowa battleships are also
the Iowas compare. First, one of the not only did many marines become more versatile than the DD(x) design.
most important aspects of fire support grateful for its presence but that For one, the BBs can be used as comis the intensity of the bombardment before the North Vietnamese would mand ships. Thatʼs because they have
itself, both the weight and volume of come to the Paris peace talks, they the size to accommodate large staffs
firepower being delivered on target. demanded the battleship removed and crews. They can be crammed
Even though the DD(x)s projected from the area. Unfortunately, our with up to 3000 people if need be.
rate of fire power will be 12 rounds politicians relented, sending many of Not only that, but the ships can be
a minute, one must make sure the our soldiers to their deaths when they used as armored tankers for the fleet.
target is hit and then move to the next could have used fire support from the They also have excellent repair facilitarget and lock in coordinates before New Jersey. Other examples show ties onboard that can be used by other
firing. As far as the weight on target what pure presence of a battleship ships. They are the only warships
for firepower goes, the battleship has can do to hostile forces. In the Persian capable of such operations.
the advantage with a 16 inch shell Gulf Tanker Wars of the 1980s, whenLast but not least, there are
delivering almost a ton of explosives ever a battleship was sent to escort the many myths concerning the battlewhere as the six inch round has far tankers, the whole coastline of Iran ship in todayʼs modern world. The
less of a payload. Another important fell silent. Also in the first Gulf War battleship got the short end of
aspect of fire support is the time a in 1991, hundreds of Iraqi soldiers the stick after World War II as
ship can stay in the battle area. The surrendered to the UAV (recon drone) far as assumptions and lessons
DD(x) can make first strikes against of the battleship Wisconsin.
learned. However, if one looks
the enemy however, once it has it can
Moving on, as far as Congress back, there were very few modnot stay in the area
goes, DD(x) pro- ern (post World War I) battleships
for it the enemy
gram may well actually sunk. Those modern battlewill then be on
be heading for ships that did sink took an extreme
The battleships...
the look out, and
trouble. Already, amount of punishment before sinkcan be reactivated
the DD(x) will not
the orders for the ing. For instance, the Japanese
be able to sustain
new ships (which super battleships Yamato and Musashi
and
ready
to
go
any significant hits
are designed and each took several dozen bombs
within a year.
it receives from
constructed by and dozens of torpedoes before
enemy fire.
aerospace engi- finally sinking. However, if one
The Iowas, how- - CHRISTIAN MCDOWELL
neers – thereʼs looks at a carrierʼs survival rate, one
ever are armored
sweet irony) have only needs to drop a few bombs and
fortresses capable
dropped from 70 torpedoes before you send a carof staying in the battle areas for ships to just 10 ships. The cost of each rier to the bottom. Also, battleships
weeks or months if needed, blasting of these ships is two to three billion are thought of as being rather slow.
away at enemy positions. Of course, dollars. The cost to reactivate a battle- This is certainly not true. The Iowas
the enemy will know the ships are ship on the other hand, like the USS are actually 3 knots faster than the
there but the Iowas have armor to Iowa herself would only be one bil- DD(x)s projected speed of 30 knots
deal with enemy fire if the enemy lion dollars, but fulfill the workload (pretty good for a 60-year-old ship).
dares to respond. Of course all ships of a dozen DD(x)s.
Another myth is that we wonʼt have
in the U.S. fleet have some kind of
Moreover, another huge difference the manpower to fill the ships up.
missile and AA defense systems. By between the two ships is the factor of Well some of the crew components
renovating the battleships with cur- time. The battleships can be reacti- have become automated, beyond that,
rent systems they should stand much, vated and ready to go within a year. needed specialists who have worked
much better chance of standing up Yet the first of the DD(x) ships arenʼt on the Iowas can be called out of
to enemy fire than other ships. Both projected to be operational until 2013. retirement to train and serve, not only
ships can also or will be armed with Not only that but as of right now, that but the U.S. Marine Corps can
Tactical Tomahawk cruise missiles. many of the systems that are being send men to help out with manpower
The Iowas also have chaff dispensers hailed by the navy on the DD(x) are problems, bringing back the old
for missiles and a torpedo decoy it can still far from being fully developed, tradition of a portion of a warship
launch astern as well. Also, the armor like the long range accurate 155 mm being manned by marines. Also,
of a battleship allows it to survive or (six inch) gun system. The Marine if more than two battleships were
handle incidents outside the war zone, Corps and many in the civilian popu- needed, the Missouri and New Jersey
like mines or terrorism, with a better lation are worried that there will be could be brought back up to readiness
chance of survivability. The DD(x) by more conflicts involving America in in a few years, both ships being maincomparison has similar armor protec- the near not so distant future. Many tained fairly well.
tion to that of the USS Cole, the same speculate more problems in the
The Iowa class battleships have
ship that was almost sunk by terrorists Middle East or fear conflict arising served with distinction in almost
in Yemen in 1997.
in Asia. North Korea is always a dan- every crisis this country has gone
Secondly, another area of impor- ger, and now we see Chinaʼs defense through in the last half of the 20th
tance the Iowas carry over the DD(x)s budget is skyrocketing, even though century. Yet today two are museums
is presence and the psychological it isnʼt involved in any conflicts as of and the other two are in “mothballs”
warfare. The DD(x) can only deliver this moment. Letʼs hope no conflicts (reserve) heading to the same fate.
two 155 mm (six inch) rounds any- arise before 2013.
We need to recognize that these
where at any point in time while the
Furthermore, as far as sailing char- powerful ships are not past their
battleship can deliver nine 1155 mm acteristics go, the Iowa battleships are prime. We need these ships, for our
(six inch) rounds anywhere at any much better vessels than the DD(x) military and America.
time. The Marine Corps has made design. The bow of the DD(x) slopes
-Christian McDowell
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Student Forum

The Avion asks: “What are you looking forward to this Fall?”

—Compiled by Brian Case

Rami Japr
Air Traffic Management
Senior

Drew Bell
Engineering Physics
Freshman

Bob Schilder
Aerospace Engineering
Senior

Kathy Oldenburg
Aerospace Studies
Junior

Robert Rosete
Aerospace Studies
Junior

Nathan Vanagas
Aeronautical Science
Senior

“Graduating!”

“More people on campus.”

“Forced hurricane
vacations.”

“Not having the same
classes every day. I am so
done with Summer.”

“Getting through another
semester, I guess.”

“Iʼm supposed to be looking
forward to fall?ʼ”
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Congress passes energy bill amidst controversy
Bush says he
looks forward
to signing it
into law
Ryan Jones
Science & Technology Editor
Congress approved a $14.5 billion energy bill last Friday, and
President Bush is expected to
sign it into law this week despite
controversy over tax breaks and subsidies given to energy companies.
Many environmental advocacy
groups are disappointed that the
bill is not more progressive in
efforts to wean the nation off fossil fuel, although the bill does
take important steps to improve
energy self-sufficiency by boosting domestic sources of energy
and diminishing dependence on
foreign oil imports.
President Bush said, “The energy

bill will increase conservation and
efficiency, diversify our energy
supply with alternative and
renewable sources, expand domestic
energy production in environmentally sensitive ways, and modernize
our electricity infrastructure … I
look forward to signing it into law.”
The bill includes an earmark
of about $3.1 billion in tax
credits for the advancement of
many different renewable energy
sources such as wind, solar,
hydropower,
geothermal
and
landfill methanol gas.
Additionally, tax credits and
government subsidies will be handed
out to electric utilities to construct
the nationʼs first nuclear power
plants since 1979, when the Three
Mile Island reactor in Pennsylvania
experienced a partial meltdown.
Carl Pope, the executive director of the Sierra Club, strongly
criticized
the
energy
bill,
writing in a press release, “America
needs a safer, cleaner and more
secure energy future. Sadly, the
energy bill that has emerged …
fails on all counts. Instead of cutting
Americaʼs oil dependence, boosting
production of renewable energy and

lowering energy prices, this bill
funnels billions of taxpayer dollars to
polluting energy industries, and opens
up our coastlines and wildlands to
destructive oil and gas activities.”
Pope refers to the $2.6 billion in
tax breaks for oil and gas drilling,
in addition to the expansion of
domestic pipelines and refineries. Also, the coal industry gets an
earmark of $2.9 billion to invest in
cleaner-burning technologies.
Automakers lobbied intensely to
keep out any legislation that would
mandate an improvement in gas
mileage. They succeeded despite the
Environmental Protection Agencyʼs
recent statement that new vehicles
sold in the United States get an
average of 21 miles per gallon, which
is lower than the 22.1 miles per gallon
vehicles got in1987.
The EPA attributed the decline in
fuel economy to the fact that sport
utility vehicles now account for about
a quarter of vehicles sold in America.
While the bill is not expected
to decrease energy prices anytime
soon, consumers will feel the most
direct effects by the month long
extension of daylight-savings time,
beginning in 2007.

GRAPHIC BY RYAN JONES/AVION

CONGRESS PASSED AN ENERGY bill that is designed to increase domestic production of energy from
many different sources. Environmental groups were hoping for more support of renewables such as wind,
solar and hydropower. The bill includes incentives for utilites to construct new nuclear power plants.

Video iPod arriving soon Electronic storage space
reaching petabyte range
Brian Case

Business Manager

Apple Computer Corp. is
negotiating
with
major
entertainment companies to sell
music videos through its popular
iTunes music store. That has lead
to speculation that a new iPod
music player capable of playing
music videos may be on the way.
According to a report in the
Wall Street Journal, Apple is
negotiating with Warner Music
Group, EMI, Vivendiʼs Universal
Music Group and Sony BMG to
sell music videos for two dollars
through iTunes. When iTunes
was upgraded to version 4.8, it
included new support for videos.
Recent releases have been coupled
with video features. Coldplayʼs
newest album X&Y was available
through iTunes for $11.99, two
dollars more than most albums.

The album also includes a sevenminute video interview. Stand
Up, the new album from Dave
Matthews Band, also comes with
a video feature and
liner notes. It too
carries the two-dollar
premium.
With Appleʼs new
interest in videos,
many have begun to
speculate that Apple
may be developing
a video capable iPod
player.
Currently,
the
20GB
and
60GB models come
equipped with color
screens. The iPod is
capable of displaying
still images only, like
photos and album art.
The release of a video iPod would
contradict the statements of chief
executive Steve Jobs. “We have to
stay focused on the fact that people

are buying these devices because
they want to listen to music,” said
Jobs was asked about the future of
the iPod in 2004.
Adding to the speculation is a job posting
for an “iPod Hardware
System
Integrator”
with video experience,
posted last August.
Apple fanatics are
still waiting to hear
on the future of an
iTunes enabled phone.
Apple entered into
a partnership with
Motorola one year
ago, and rumor has it
that a product, named
“ROKR”, is nearly
complete.
Apple
has
kept
up its notorious silence on
any new products, refusing
comment on either the video iPod
or iTunes phone.

Injection combats obesity
Crystal Passman
Staff Reporter
British scientists announced on
July 25, that they have developed
a new treatment that could help
lower the number of people who
suffer from obesity. Researchers at
Imperial College London believe
that an injection of a natural digestive hormone called oxyntomodulin
that is released in the small intestine, could help people to feel full
even before they eat. The injection
switches off the subjectʼs appetite so
the subject eats less.
Professor Steve Bloom, who
headed up the research team,
said, “The discovery that oxyntomodulin can be effective in reducing
weight could be an important step in
tackling the rising levels of obesity
in society.” He went on to say, “It
is just fooling the brain that you
have already had lunch by releasing the appetite hormone before you
have actually eaten.”
The study tested 26 volunteers
over a four week period. The
test subjects were given three
injections of the treatment each day 30
minutes before their meals. Another

set of volunteers were given dummy
injections. The results showed
that the group that was given the
hormone lost an average of five
pounds and the group that was given
the dummy shot lost one pound over
the trial period.
The initial goal of the
treatment is to target those
who are obese or overweight, but once the
drug is established and
his colleagues hope
to release it to a wider
group of people, no
pun intended.
By doing a little
bit of math you
can determine if
you are a future
candidate for this
hormone. Simply divide
your weight in kilograms
by your height in meters
squared. This is called
the body mass index. If
your BMI is over 25 then
you are considered overweight, and if you have a
BMI above 30 you are considered to be obese.
More than a billion adults worldwide are overweight, and out of

this number 300 million of them
are obese. According to the World
Health Organization, that number
could soar to 333 million by the
year 2025 if nothing is done to
stem this epidemic.
The American Obesity Association
(AOA) has reported that obesity is
on the verge of surpassing smoking
as the number one cause of
preventable death.
Dr. Bloom and his
colleagues
have
developed a once-aday injection and
are looking into
delivering
the
treatment through
a nasal spray as well.
The research also
found that patients
who were given the
injection had reduced
levels of leptin, a protein
responsible for regulating
the amount of energy the
body expends. They also
had a lower amount of
adipose hormones. These
hormones are the ones that
encourage the build-up of adipose
tissue, which is where fat cells are
stored in the body.

Frist weighs in on stem cells
Sen. majority
leader lends
support to
research
Brian Case
Business Manager
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist
broke with fellow Republicans and
President Bush Friday on the issue
of embryonic stem cell research.
In a floor speech, Frist gave his
support to a House bill that would
expand government-funded stem
cell research beyond the limitations
imposed by President Bush in 2001.
“Embryonic stem cell research
must be supported. Itʼs time for a
modified policy – the right policy
for this moment in time,” said Frist.
The President has promised to veto
any bill that extends embryonic stem
cell research beyond the current limits, set in an August 2001 address to
the nation. It permits research only

on embryonic stem cells derived Senate close to the two-third majorbefore the August 9 speech. Original ity needed to overturn a presidential
estimates that 78 embryonic stem veto. In order to pass a bill into law
cell lines would be available proved by a veto-proof margin, both the
to be over optimistic. Today only House and Senate would have to
22 lines qualify for federal funding. carry a two-thirds majority vote.
Further, those 22 lines are beginning The House vote was 238-194, short
to show their age, becoming less of the 290 votes required for a
stable and less productive. Those super-majority.
lines were also developed with the
Senator Bill Frist was elected to
use of mouse feeder cells, which sci- the Senate in 1994, leaving his job as
entists now know contaminated the a heart-long transplant surgeon. He
lines, excluding them future clinical was elected chair of the Republican
therapy.
N a t i o n a l
Frist supports
Committee
in
a proposal that
2000, and Senate
It’s time for a
would create new
Leader
modified policy - the Majority
embryonic stem
in 2002. Frist is
cell lines from
right policy for this one of many posexisting embryos
sible candidates
moment in time.
that were crelikely to run for
ated for fertility
the 2008 presi- BILL FRIST
treatments. Those
dential nominaembryos would
tion.
have been either
Fristʼs
floor
be discarded or destroyed, and speech drew criticism from those
would only be used with the writ- in support of President Bushʼs stanten, informed consent of those who dards, many of who speculated he is
received the fertility treatment. Frist changing his position to win votes
also wants to establish an ethical in 2008. Rev. James C. Dobson,
oversight board and prevent finan- founder of Focus on the Family,
cial incentives for embryo donation. criticized Frist for “choosing poliThe reversal by Frist brings the tics over principle.”
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Brian Case
Business Manager
EMC Corporation, a leader
in electronic storage products,
announced last week the launch
of the worldʼs largest and fastest storage array to date. Known
as the Symmetrix DMX-3, it is
scalable to a full petabyte of data.
One petabyte is equal to 1,024
terabytes, each of which is equal
to 1,024 gigabytes.
The new product is aimed
at companies who are quickly
outgrowing their storage capacity. As more and more is done
electronically, the need for storage
space has grown seeming exponentially. Corporation data needs
are growing between 50 percent
and 60 percent a year, according to

an internetnews.com report.
Early versions of the DMX-3
will be capable of supporting 960
disk drives, allowing
companies to make a
gradual investment in
storage space rather
then pay for capacity that isnʼt immediately needed. Later
models will be able
to handle more then
2,000 disk drives,
thanks to upgrades in
processing power and
internal bandwidth.
Orders are being
taken immediately,
with September set as
the target shipment date. EMC estimated that the DMX-3 will account
for 15 percent of its third quarter
high-end sales.
Advertisements

The launch of the DMX-3 helps
EMC remain the market leader in
storage products. When it comes to
high-end products
like this, EMC
remains ahead of
Hewlett Packard,
Hitachi and IBM,
to name a few.
Standard & Poor’s
Equity
Research
agreed that EMC
was the leader in
high-end products,
but
cautioned
that
“growth
opportunities are
more
compelling in the small
and mid-size segments.” Even
with that word of caution, S&P
Equity Research holds EMC as
a “strong buy.”
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Our nine-planet solar system no longer nine
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
The nine-planet solar system
we have come to know in the last
century no longer exists. The discovery last week of a body larger
than Pluto beyond the ninth planet
means astronomers will, after many
years of debate, have to redefine what
constitutes our solar system.
Astronomers doing a routine
scan of the solar system found an
object that is roughly one-and-a-half
times the size of Pluto and is about
three times as far from the sun.
While many are hailing it as the
discovery of a 10th planet, others are
saying it is merely another object
floating around in the solar system,
albeit the largest one found since Pluto
was discovered in 1930.
The fact that it is larger than Pluto
means Plutoʼs status as a planet either
grows, along with the number of
planets in the solar system, or that we
must redefine our planetary system as
consisting of just eight planets and a
number of other large known objects

that lie beyond Neptune.
Currently named 2003 UB313, it
is inclined at 45 degrees to the main
plane of the solar system, where
most of the planets orbit. That is the
main reason it had avoided detection for so long: no one was looking there. Pluto, by comparison, is
inclined only 17.16 degrees.
Caltechʼs Mike Brown, who
announced 2003 UB313ʼs discovery
at a news conference on July 29,
estimates that the object is between
1,400 and 2,800 miles wide.
He said the surface appears
to be covered with methane
ice, similar to Pluto.
While some astronomers are arguing that 2003 UB313 is an object in
the Kuiper Belt, a region of frozen
objects orbiting the Sun beyond
Neptune, Brown argues that no other
large Kuiper object has the kind
of surface 2003 UB313 does.
NASA endorsed Brownʼs claim
of 2003 UB313ʼs planethood by
referring to it as “the 10th planet”
in a statement, but naysayers are
quick to argue the point.
Brian Marsden, who runs the Minor

Planet Center, said “I would not
call it the 10th planet.”
Alan Boss, a theorist at the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, argues
that Pluto, 2003 UB313 and other
objects beyond Neptune should be
lumped into one category.
“To just call them planets does
an injustice to the big guys in the
solar system,” he told SPACE.com.
Regardless of whether or not
2003 UB313 is a planet, astronomers are hailing the distant world
as a great discovery.
At 97 astronomical units from the
sun at its farthest point, it becomes the
most distant object in the solar system. It closes to 36 astronomical units
– inside Plutoʼs orbit – at its closest
pass to the sun in its 560-year orbit.
2003 UB313 is so far out that holding
a pin at armʼs length could cover up
the sun, and the surface temperature is
30 degrees above absolute zero.
“Life as we know it would
certainly not be doing much
out there,” said Brown.
Brown has submitted a name for the
planet but refused to divulge it until it
has cleared the proper channels.

PHOTO COURTESY ASTRO.CALTECH.EDU

THESE IMAGES SHOW THE movement of the newly-discovered body in the outer solar
system that may redefine the number of planets that make ours up, or at least finally end the question of
whether Pluto should be considered a planet itself. Discovered by the Palomar Observatory in Southern
California, the body is one to one-and-a-half times as large as Pluto and lies about three times farther
away. The fact that it is larger than Pluto means the number of planets is now either eight, or ten-plus.

JetBlue, America West post 2nd quarter profits
Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.AIRBUS.COM

JETBLUE AIRWAYS AND AMERICA West have both posted second quarter profits for 2005. The
announcement, not so surprisng for number-one rated airline JetBlue but more so for America West,
comes even as fuel prices are soaring to all time highs in the United States.

Even as fuel prices continue
to batter the airline industry,
America West Airlines and
JetBlue Airways posted profits in
the second quarter.
The profits are a telling sign
of managerial and operational
improvements. Both airlines attribute yield management, a technique
usually associated with higher-cost
carriers, to recent profits.
Both airlines said that the
higher yields were not from higher
ticket prices across the board,
but rather from a better mix of
fares. On any given flight, fewer
passengers were allowed to buy
tickets at the cheapest price.
Changes
in
transcontinental structure also helped yield
improvements. All airlines had
been suffering from an excess
capacity, and subsequent fare
war in transcontinental markets.

Advertisement

America West cut capacity or
backed out of transcontinental
markets; as America West relieved
the excess in capacity, JetBlue
was able to capitalize on the
remaining market.
Both
airlines
also
saw
increases in load factor during
the second quarter.
JetBlue increased its load factor to 87.7%, a 3.2% percent
gain during the quarter. America
West gained even higher – their
4% gain in load factor put their
overall load factor at 82.2%.
Accordingly, the airlines were
able to overcome fuel costs,
which reached record-highs.
America Westʼs fuel costs
actually exceeded its personnel
costs; making its $30.3 million
operating profit quite impressive.
As well, America West posted
a net profit of $13.9 million.
JetBlueʼs operating income of
$39.1 million put its operating
margin at 9.1%; the companyʼs
net profit was $12.1 million,

still down from $21.4 million
during this quarter last year.
Still, fuel prices pose a daunting task, according to America
West CEO Doug Parker.
When asked about recent
prices of $60 per barrel, Parker
said “Realistically, it will be difficult for any airline to operate
profitably with fuel at $60 a barrel, and if fuel were to stay at
these prices, there would likely
be several Chapter 11 filings
by other airlines and possible
even liquidation for some.
If that were to occur, our revenue situation at the merged carrier would improve proportionally,
but again that assumes that some
capacity comes out of the current system. We believe that, as
a combined company, the new
US Airways can be a survivor,
even in a world of $60 fuel, and
if capacity reductions occur as
rapidly as we believe, then we
could even potentially operate
profitably in that environment.”
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Top Tens: The best animated shows ever
10. Merry Melodies
Any aficionado of animation is compelled to give a nod to the classic version of Looney Tunes. With the original
Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig and all the other icons of cartoon lore, Merry Melodies began the age of animation.
9. The Simpsons
You have to admit, even if you donʼt watch the show, the fact that it has been on almost as long as some of us
have been alive says something. Although it has arguably declined over the past few seasons, The Simpsons
remains one of the most topical shows on TV.
8. Voltron
Yeah, yeah, you Power Ranger fans cry all you want, but your ripoff will never be as good as its animated
grandfather. With its fantastic animation, engaging story and a butt-kicking giant robot, Voltron is one of the
most epic cartoons out there. One thing that made it unique, especially among its contemporaries, is that it was
not written on an episode-by-episode basis. Every show furthered a single storyline, ultimately leading up to the
series finale where the ultimate bad guy and Voltron face off.
7. Transformers
Iʼll freely admit that Optimus Prime is still my favorite cartoon character. While the show was a bit simplistic,
the characters were diverse and the animation was good. And I still proudly own Transformers: The Movie,
whose Optimus Prime/Megatron battle is still one of my favorite scenes ever.

10. Rocky and Bullwinkle and Friends
I didnʼt grow up with this cartoon, but my dad did. Itʼs still very funny, even after nearly half a
century. Fractured Fairytales and Peabodyʼs History are my favorite segments.
9. The Flintstones
The Jetsons and The Flintstones are essentially the same cartoon. If only pelicans could really be
used to mix cement…
8. The Jetsons
I liked The Jetsons as a kid because it was funny. I like it now for its perspective into the 1960s.
Flying cars and rocket ships are commonplace, and towering buildings make you wonder why no
one lives on the surface.
7. South Park
The gross show out to shock has changed a lot since its debut. In seventh grade, I remember liking
South Park because it was crude. Now, I enjoy the way it pokes fun at current events, from the 2004
election to Terry Schiavo.

6. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
What else do I need to say? They rocked. I still blame them for my inexplicable love of nunchucks,
pizza and the phrase “Cowabunga!”
5. Tom & Jerry
That was one smart mouse! While the plot was always basically the same – cat wants to catch mouse – the way
the story was told made the show. Whether it was reenacting World War I in the basement, set in 16th-century
France or played out over Thanksgiving dinner, kids saw a fresh episode every morning.
4. Robotech
Undoubtedly the dark horse on this list, Robotech is like taking the best plot elements of Transformers, Top Gun,
War of the Worlds and Lost and putting them in an animation style something like Dragonball Z. One of the
older animes to cross the Pacific, Robotech had me glued to my TV at 4:30 for a solid year and a half.
3. Family Guy
Politically incorrect? Yep. Crude? You betcha. But you have to admit, Stewie is one of the funniest personalities
on television. What makes Family Guy so great is that they are not afraid to tackle anything, and when they do it
they do it well. I have yet to see an episode of this show I have not loved.
2. GI Joe
One of the best-animated shows of its day, GI Joe told the story of an elite special forces unit as they battled the
terrorist organization Cobra. Each episode was a stand-alone thriller, with a four-part series thrown in every now
and then for good measure.
1. Batman: The Animated Series
Edgy, dark and mysterious, Batman: The Animated Series is how the Dark Knight was meant to be. With a
score composed by Danny Elfman (who also did the music for the original motion picture), solid scripting and
excellent animation, the series won an Emmy for its revolutionary style. Besides the standard Joker, Catwoman
and Penguin, the series also featured lesser-known nemeses such as the Killer Croc, Clayface and Harley Quinn.
Batman: The Animated Series is everything an action cartoon should be.
~Jonathan Mettin

6. SpongeBob SquarePants
Yes, itʼs a stupid show, but at times it can be extremely funny. Anything that makes me laugh
deserves a place on my list, no matter how stupid the punchline.
5. Rugrats
Rugrats was one of the original Nicktoons. I watched Rugrats religiously in elementary school, but
when they gave Tommy a baby brother, Dill, I lost interest.
4. Rockoʼs Modern Life
This show follows the life of Rocko, a wallaby, and his best friends Heffer (a cow) and Filburt (a
turtle). I often wonder why this show hasnʼt found its way into DVD.
3. Family Guy
I, like so many others, became addicted to this show in college. Itʼs as hilarious as it is ridiculous,
and itʼs extremely ridiculous. Glad to see new episodes.
2. The Simpsons
The fact that itʼs still on the air after 16 years is a testament to its genius. Although recent episodes
have been a disappointment, I choose to remember the series at its creative peak.
1. Animaniacs
This amazing cartoon used to anchor my after-school TV viewing. Iʼll never forget Yakko, Wakko
and Dot, Pinky and the Brain or the Good Feathers. Just like Rockoʼs Modern Life, itʼs a shame that
this series hasnʼt found its way onto a DVD box set.
~Brian Case

Entertainment Forecast
MUSIC

LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT

MOVIES

Today is a busy day for rock and roll, with
greatest hits albums from Marilyn Manson
and Black Sabbath hitting the shelves. Alice
Cooper also checks in with the new release
Dirty Diamonds.

Johnny Knoxville, Seann William Scott
and Jessica Simpson star in The Dukes
of Hazzard, a remake of the classic TV
series, which hits the big screen on Friday.
Otherwise, a slow week.

Next week is shaping up to be pretty dull,
with Staindʼs Chapter V headlining an otherwise unremarkable week.

Unless youʼre the House of Blues, it
sucks to be you in August. The Jacksonville
Vet Arena and the St. Pete Times Forum in
Tampa are both hosting WWE matches at
the end of the month. Hard Rock Live is
hosting Seether tonight and a Megadeath/
Dream Theater concert on Saturday. Classic
Albums Live is also doing Abbey Road on
the 20th.

Two weeks from now packs some
potential heavy hitters, though, especially
in Hilary Duffʼs Most Wanted and Kanye
Westʼs Late Registration. August 23 is back
to the drudgery though, with a new Yes
album the most noteworthy release.

HOB, however, has a solid month.
Chevelle is coming on the 8th, O.A.R. has
a two-night gig right after that, and then
Whitesnake takes the stage on the 12th.
Kings of Leon stops by on Aug 15, and
Anthony Hamilton pays a visit in the 18th.

Kaiser Chiefs hit
the world stage

August 12 seems to be the last big
summer release date, with The Skeleton
Key, Four Brothers and Deuce Bigalow:
European Gigolo all likely contenders for
the top spot. Also keep an eye out for The
Great Raid, a movie based on a true story
from WWII. August 19 will see the release
of The 40-Year-Old Virgin, and with slow
weeks after that the summer movie season
will come to a close.

New vocalist MoZella ready to hit it big
Watch out,
pop fans

it is). Her voice is the dominant
force in her songs, with the instruments there solely to provide a beat.
There is not a single significant
instrumental interlude among the
five tracks, which is more reminiscent of bubblegum pop, the only
The MoZella EP
difference being you donʼt mind the
MoZella
extra singing with MoZella.
Most of MoZellaʼs lyrics are
directed at a specific “you.” “You
Wanted It” is directed at a jealous ex-boyfriend; “Canʼt Stop” is
directed at a more current love interest; “Light Years Away” reminisces
about a happier past and how she
Jonathan Mettin
doesnʼt blame the listener anymore.
Managing Editor
While this idea is not new – artists
like Linkin Park and Good Charlotte
Itʼs very tempting to compare have been known to rely heavily on
MoZellaʼs self-titled EP to any num- the “you” factor – by using “you” so
ber of artists, ranging from Norah much and in so many different conJones to Macy Gray, but that would texts in so short an album doesnʼt
not be fair. While she reminds you really gel. Linkin Park is always
of these more well-known singers, angry at “you;” Good Charlotte
itʼs only because
says how everyshe has all their
thing sucks about
best qualities and
“you.” MoZella
very little of their
loves
“you,”
I
would
not
be
negatives.
hates “you,” forA 23-year-old
surprised to see her gives “you” – it
veteran of cofgets jarring, as
become big in a
fee shop gigs in
a listener, being
Detroit, MoZella
told you are so
few years.
writes all of her
many different
own
material,
things.
- JONATHAN METTIN
which isnʼt half
Minus
this
bad, judging from
shortcoming,
her
five-song
however,
the
debut release. Her voice is unique, a MoZella EP is very solid musically.
cross between Macy Gray and Stevie I would not be surprised to see her
Nicks (two very unique vocalists as become big in a few years.

“

PHOTO COURTESY MOZELLAMUSIC.COM

MOZELLAʼS SELF-TITLED EP IS a solid five-song set. Taking some
of the best qualities of Stevie Nicks and Macy Gray, among others,
MoZella produces a distinctly unique sound.

”

PHOTO COURTESY KAISERCHIEFS.NET

BRITISH ALT-ROCKERS, THE KAISER Chiefs got the nod to open
the Philadelphia portion of Live 8. Their debut album, Employment,
has a few kinks but shows they have some real potential.

Employment
Kaiser Chiefs

Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
After kicking off the North
American side of Live 8 with a
killer set, the Kaiser Chiefs, formerly a never-heard-of British band,
have propelled themselves onto
the world stage.
The Kaiser Chiefsʼ debut CD,
Employment, possesses a unique
sound, combining classic rock with
synthesizers and funk. This makes
them stand out, but will turn off
several genres of fans.
Lead singer Ricky Wilson has a
smooth voice, although a few of his
screamer attempts could have been
better. The keyboardist, who goes by
the name “Peanut,” is pretty good,
and the bandʼs background vocals

are the best I have heard in a while.
One thing about the Kaiser Chiefs:
some of their songs are downright
addicting. “I Predict a Riot” and
“Oh My God” will be stuck in
your head for days after you listen
to the album. Itʼs hard to take any
of the songs seriously; the opening
track, “Every Day I Love You Less
and Less,” is a taunt to a scorned
ex, but you would never know it
listening to the silly tempo of the
vocals and instrumentals.
Unfortunately, the unique sound
that makes the Kaiser Chiefs unique
is also their biggest downfall on several songs: on a few tracks they push
the uniqueness a bit too far and they
get borderline annoying. Iʼm sorry,
but when I buy a CD, I like to enjoy
the whole thing, not just most of it.
That aside, the Kaiser Chiefs have
made a name for themselves with an
awesome performance at perhaps
the biggest concert in the history of
mankind. Hopefully, they can work
the kinks out of Employment and
follow it up with an even more solid
sophomore album. If they manage to
do that, look for them to become an
alt-rock staple in the future.
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin

Long-held suspicions confirmed

It’s the return of the...

eBay items of the week!
If you are “the Riddle stereotype” (insanely rich and a desperate guy ... well, they got the
second part right), gstorms85
is auctioning off a date with a
Playboy featured model and an
... ahem ... internet entreprenuer.
You can go to dinner with Angela
Sora for a meager $2,500 opening bid, or buy the date outright
for $4,000. Fifteen percent of the
final bid is going to the Children
of Fallen Soldiers Relief Fund.
According to the seller, “intimate
contact is not implied nor will be
part of the date.” Sorry, fellas,
looks like this is for bragging
rights only.

This is “It.” The seller,
xgrung, isn’t even sure
what “It” is. Apparently
“It” travels the world, has
a seventh sense and can
give the person it hangs
out with bottles of water
that never go empty. “It”
is fed up with its current
owner not following its
instructions and is looking
for a new soul to enslave.
You too can become a
humble manservant for a
$1 opening bid.

Advertisement

Is it a regular oil lamp, or is it something more? Dreamer62153
isn’t sure, but said that the mystery is better than finding out. Now
you can buy it (opening bid is $0.99) and find out for yourself if a
genie who sounds eerily like Robin Williams lives inside.

Tired of having to hit your alarm clock
in the morning? Throw it across the
room instead! For $14.95 erdolfo will
send you the Time-Flys alarm clock
with built-in motion sensor. It will shut
off automatically after you throw it.

Toybox173
is
selling this handpainted miniature
outhouse,
with
politicians using
the upper level and
the taxpayers on
the bottom. Bids
start at $13.95.
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APARTMENTS/
ROOMMATES

SOUTH DAYTONA BEAUTY
3 bedroom-3 bath. Completely
rejuvenated. New roof, new ceramic
tile floors, new kitchen cabinets
and appliances including Washer/
Dryer. New central
heat/air. New shed, concrete patio,
fenced backyard.
Great
family
neighborhood.
Approx. 3 miles from the world’s
most famous beach, Daytona Beach.
Close to schools and shopping
centers. Call for apt.
Eileen or The Colonel.
252-5778 or (866) 316-5778

For Rent
Bedroom in large home. General
house privileges. 1/2 electric. Water
and Cable included. 10 min from
ERAU. Must be liberal/ non-smoker.
$400/month. References + deposit.
(305) 240-0246

Room for Rent
Female preferred.
Quiet clean home perfect for
dedicated student. Refridgerator
and microwave in room.
$95.00/week. Location:
Flomich/Nova Rd. 673-6837
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Home for Rent
Daytona Beachside - Large
2BR, LR, DR, Fireplace, enclosed
porch now available for rent. Just
renovated. One block to Ocean.
Great location in nice neighborhood.
Near everything. Call: 405-2540

Looking for a room
I am currently looking for a room
to rent during fall semester. Offers?
Email truji582@erau.edu

Near Marina and Downtown
Daytona. Efficiency apartment
newly remodeled. All ceramic tile.
Central heat and air. All utilities
paid. No pets. No smoking. $600 per
month. Call 252-5778

Roommate wanted
Well furnished room, modern
house, good location, pool, cable,
phone, kitchen, laundry privileges.
Clean, responsible non-smoker. $500
monthly. $150 deposit. Included
utilities. Call 453-5190

Beautiful Private House
To share. Walk to beach/riverfurnished private room with
bath, large sitting area, beautiful
garden, use of kitchen. PRIVATE
ENTRANCE! Residential area
in Ormond Beach. (20 min. from
school). $450. Incl. central air/heat,
cable, water. Non-smoker. Foreign
students/faculty welcomed!
295-3577

Great 2/1 Condo in DAB
RENOVATED!
New Jacuzzi tub, flooring,
ceiling fans & paint!
Walk to Intercoastal & Park!
$950 + security!
AVAILABLE NOW!
843-0065

Apartment for Rent
I am looking to leave my
apartment ASAP and need someone
to take over the lease. This is a 2
bedroom/1 bathroom apartment in
Sutton place (Nova Rd. & Orange
Ave). It is located towards the back
of the complex and is on the second
floor. It has a screened in porch. Cats
are the only allowable pets in the
complex. It is extremely safe, right
accross the street from the Police
Dept & I have never had any safety
issues. I am not looking to sublet or
take back the apartment at any time
- this will become YOUR apartment.
Please call for more details including
rent and coming to view the
apartment! 383-5639

HOUSE FOR RENT
Two bedrooms-good condition.
Central air, large kitchen, large
living room, closed-in patio, large
laundry room. Ample parking.
Two miles from Embry-Riddle.
Rent $550 per month.
Call 257-4322 8:30 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Weekdays

Looking to share apt.
I will be a student this fall at
ERAU and need to find housing.
If anyone has an opening in
an apartment, please contact me.
I live in Boston, like sports, music,
don’t smoke. (978) 443-6302

Student rental in private home
Everything is included.
Room and board in private home.
Former teacher has been renting to
students for 6 years in private home.
Includes: Use of entire house, all
furniture, linens, desk, cable and own
TV, high speed internet access with
desktop PC available and all utilities
except phone. Food is included (I
or you can cook). Use of Washer/
Dryer, baby grand piano, community
pool, lots of trees, walking and bike
paths. In Port Orange directly off
I-95 and Dunlawton Ave. 6 miles
to ERAU. You are encouraged
to consider my home your home
too. For appointment please call
Peggy Scherz. 760-8865 or email
koolpeg39@hotmail.com.
Room and Board: $550/month.

AUTOMOBILES
1997 Nissan Maxima for sale
Nissan Maxima GXE for sale.
103K miles and in perfect operating
condition. Tan interior is in excellent
condition. Cold a/c. Green exterior
has repairable hail damage. Asking
$4,890. Please call Amy at 226-6113
between 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

1994 Pontiac Grand AM SE
125,800 miles. 3.1 liter V-6.
4
speed
automatic.
Air
conditioning. New spark plugs.
New spark plug wires. New lifetime
heater core. Good tires. Good
brakes. Coolant system has just been
drained, flushed and refilled.
A/C is ice cold.
This car runs and drives great.
$1,800. For more information
or test drive call 566-2235

1982 Ford F-150 XLT
Straight 6 engine. Blue and Silver.
$800 O.B.O.
Call Bill 852-7212

Advertisement

AUTOMOBILES
1995 Saturn SL2 4DR
172K miles, runs perfect. A/C,
Pwr st., pwr brakes and
new clutch. $1,800 OBO.
238-5357
BOATS

Wellcraft Eclipse Bowrider
1997 21 ft Wellcraft Eclipse
Bowrider. Low hours (200).
Volvo Penta SX 250 HP enigne.
Stainless steel props. New alum
trailer. Annual tune-up 4/05.
Excellent condition. 226-6058 or
761-8600. Price negotiable.
MISC ITEMS
Mustang Tires for Sale
Two (2) SZ50 Mustang tires.
226-6058 or 761-8600

Bicycle for Sale!
Dark blue Mt. Fury bicycle in
good condition that will
get you around campus fast.
$40. If interested, call
323-8305 ext.3.
Or call (918) 441-9141

Looking for something new?
Whatshappeningdaytona.com
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Discovery’s Day in Pictures

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION
BILL CAMPBELL/AVION

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: The STS-114 crew departs the Operations
and Checkout Building at 6:49 a.m. EDT July 26 for the 20 minute trip to the
launch pad; The clock hits zero at 10:39 a.m. EDT and Discovery blasts off on the
long awaited Return to Flight Space Shuttle mission!; Students on campis watch
and react to the first Shuttle launch in more than two-and-a-half years; Discovery
punches through the clouds over the approximately 1000 people gathered at the
Kennedy Space Center Press Site as it soars out over the Atlantis Ocean on its way
into orbit; Discoveryʼs launch as seen from a remote sound-activated camera placed
at Launch Pad 39B; Discovery rolls to a heads-down position for the flight.
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